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Abstract
My topic is to study the relationship between music and mathematics. The work required was to

break down a melody looking at note transitions and making a histogram to look at the frequency of
each type. This topic is done in a octave temperament. While doing this I have tested the melodies in the
field over forty times by having them rated one to ten on ten being if they loved it. Then taking the social
statistics like mean, median, mode, and standard deviation that are generated from Microsoft Excel I
use this as evidence to make a conjecture what people think about it as a whole. I also experimented
composing music using the Lindenmayer System in fractals.

1 Introduction

To understand the relationship between music and math we must first make it clear on how to read and write
staff music. This is important because it will allow us to have a better understanding of note transitions and
recognizing them through staff notation.

1.1 Music 101

For the entire project we will be working in a octave temperament meaning that we will work with the
twelve notes that are equally spaced on the chromatic scale. Such as A, A#, B, C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G,
G#. If we were to write this in staff notation we would recognize what musicians call a scale.

Figure 1: Basic Scale

1.2 A Brief History

Prior to the sixteen hundreds where mathematics was at a point where relating it to music was limited,
tunning to the octave temperament was done by ear. What they used to do is take a note and find the
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same note one octave higher (meaning they are looking for similar rings when played together). Once they
have this they found tuned to certain places where they decided was a well sounded pair of notes. Notes
we label today as perfect fifths, perfect fourths, minor and major seconds and so on and so forth. They
expressed the frequency of each note as a ratio of small positive integers. With this tunning system there

Table 1: Pure Tunning
Unison 1/1

Minor Second 12/11
Major Second 9/8
Minor Third 6/5
Major Third 5/4

Perfect Fourth 4/3
Tritone 7/5

Perfect Fifth 3/2
Minor Sixth 8/5
Major Sixth 5/3

Minor Seventh 7/4
Major Seventh 11/6

Octave 2/1

existed some problems.The problems where that there were only seven pure intervals which sounded good
and which today we call consonant. The other five intervals are called dissonant which practilly make trying
to compose a song complex. Tunning to this some intervals played together didn’t sound good together
or when trying to tune to different keys there would be some mathematical conflicts. It was not until the
right technology would come along that we would be able to discover a way to slightly alter the octave
temperament to solve these problems.

2 Mathematical Relationship

The most notable things to observe when looking at table 1 is that the ratio from one note to the same note an
octave higher is double. And each ratio in between is increasing in a non linear relationship. This suggested
the idea what if the frequency of each note in the temperament was equally spaced. This would eliminate the
problems of switching to different keys to make a song. The way to make equal spacing is to use a function
that would display the new idea. Since the frequency of a note doubles every time it goes up an octave this
suggest to use a exponential function with base two. And since we label twelve notes in an octave we have
twelve sub steps.

F (n) = α2n/12 (1)

Where alpha is the frequency of the note you choose as your starting point and n is the number of steps
you would go up the octave scale. This produces what is called Equal Temperament Frequency Ratio.

Now instead of using the actual frequency let us look at note ratios. All that changes is instead of using
the relative big inputs and outputs let us label our starting note one. Here is a table that shows the difference
in note ratios.
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Table 2: Difference in Tunning
Interval Equation(1) Pure Tunning
Unison 1.0000 1.0000=1/1

Minor Second 1.0595 1.0909=12/11
Major Second 1.1225 1.1250=9/8
Minor Third 1.1892 1.2000=6/5
Major Third 1.2599 1.2500=5/4

Perfect Fourth 1.3348 1.3333=4/3
Tritone 1.4142 1.4000=7/5

Perfect Fifth 1.4983 1.5000=3/2
Minor Sixth 1.5874 1.6000=8/5
Major Sixth 1.6818 1.6667=5/3

Minor Seventh 1.7818 1.7500=7/4
Major Seventh 1.8897 1.833=11/6

Octave 2.0000 2.000=2/1

3 Analyzing Particular Songs

When trying to reach the biggest goal of all musicians, creating a way mathematical algorthim to produce
popular singles requires to understand how people respond to different types music and how each individual
test case is structured. What I did was choose a variety of songs and broke them down by the frequency of
note transitions. For example, if I play the sequnce of notes such as AB that are in the same octave I have
played a note transition of two steps. The way I looked at this is that it commutes so BA would also be a
transition of two steps.

3.1 Music That Was Chosen

I wanted to have a diverse group of music to be able to test in the field so I could have stronger evidence for
what ever I would find. I choose to first analyze thses tunes,

Figure 2: Bass Intro of Carousel by Blink182

If we look at all the note transitons we come up with; zero steps=5, one steps=6, two steps= 7, four
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steps=6, five steps= 2. If we put this on a histogram we can see that we can fit a nice bell curve over it which
says to a musician that its structure is symmetric

Here is another tune

Figure 3: Thunder Intro by Boys Like Girls

This is broken down by having; two steps=5, three steps=11, four steps=3, five stpes=5, and seven
steps=4. Which can display a nice bell curve if we were to put this information on a histogram.

Here is another tune

Figure 4: Spanish Melody

This breaks down as having; one steps=4, two steps=8, three steps=10, four steps=5, seven steps=3.
Which if we made a histogram it would come out to a nice bell shaped curve.

Many tunes were looked at but evidence showed that tunes with a note transition structure that displayed
a histogram that we cold fit a bell shaped curve around, the surveys I gave to people had concrete evidence.
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4 Field Testing

Going into the field was the heart of my research, testing my conjectures about certain mathematical de-
scriptions was done at the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth. I walked around the campus and asked
random people to take a survey of rating a tune one to ten on ten being they loved it. I was able to collect
forty surveys for each tune that I wanted to analyze. The main thing I found was that tunes with the struc-
tures I presented earlier revealed a much lower standard deviation then the other tunes. Which makes sense
since on a large scale your going to have a people biased so a symmetric tune can be agreed upon if its good,
bad, or great the most.

5 Composing Music Using Fractals

The initial goal was to try and figure out a nice easy formula to produce popular singles. Time restrictions
did not allow that to happen but I did experiment with different mathematical algorithms to compose music.
The biggest one was fractals.

5.1 How It Works

To use fractals I choose the Lindenmayer System which basically is a set of rules from mapping each note
to a sequence of the other notes. For example, If I choose this set of rules; A-¿ABC, B-¿CAD, C-¿CD, and
D-¿BDB I can generate tunes, all I have to do is pick my first iteration. Say I pick AB. Then the second
iteration is ABCCAD, the third is ABCCADCDCDABCBDB. And so on until I choose to stop iterating.

5.2 More Complex Mappings

One tune that I am particularly fond of was this set of mappings. A maps to BA, B maps to CD, C maps to
GF, D maps to GE, E maps to FD, F maps to EC, and G maps to BA. When I choose my first iteration of
AB, the second iteration becomes BACD and the length of each iteration grows exponentially. Here is the
staff music to show you what I mean.
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6 Conclusion

After months of bouncing around ideas and trying new things with music I have come up with this evidence.
People tend to agree on symmetric tunes about if its good or bad then as opposed something that has a
histogram of note transitions that cant fit a nice bell curve over. I have learned the mathematical structure
of the octave temperament and how it altered mathematically over the years to fix problems musicians have
with keys. For my first research seminar I had a blast!
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